AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX

Setting Up Your System

To set up your system, follow the steps below. For more detailed information, see the AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX User Guide.

Select a central location in your home for the AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX where you spend most of your time. The AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX can be placed on a table, desk, or counter. It also can be mounted on the wall.

1. Connect the Base Unit to your Telephone Line:

Connect the wide end (RJ-45) of the phone cord to the "Wall Jack" on your AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX. Plug the narrow end (RJ-11) of that phone cord into the phone jack on your wall.

Note: Be aware of other phone line services such as DSL. If DSL service is present on the phone line, you must install a filter. For more information regarding the DSL filter, contact the service provider.


Note: The safety catch is optional, can be purchased upon request.

2. Program the panel:

Local setup
Install the HHCPC software on your PC. Enter all the desired programming information into the HHCPC. Connect one end of the special cable (supplied by Visonic) to one of the computer's COM ports and the other end to the AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX unit.

Remote setup
Enter all the desired programming information into the HHCPC. Connect to the remote panel via a dial-up modem attached to the PC.

3. The AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX will call the Central Station:

After you complete steps 1 and 2 above your AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX will automatically call your Central Station provided that your unit was programmed to report to Central Station (and not to private telephones). The central station operator will begin a two-way voice session. Once this feature has been tested, the operator must disconnect by pressing DTMF '99'.

Note: Certain remote areas of your residence may lie outside the reception range of the AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX, resulting in the unit not being able to receive transmissions directly. In this case, a Repeater (MCX-600PERS) can be used to increase the AMBER SELECT / AMBER SELECTX reception range.

WEEE Product Recycling Declaration

For information regarding the recycling of this product you must contact the company from which you originally purchased it. If you are discarding this product and not returning it for repair then you must ensure that it is returned as identified by your supplier. This product is not to be thrown away with everyday waste.